The study investigates land use/cover classification and change detection of urban areas from very high resolution (VHR) remote sensing images using deep learning-based methods. Firstly, we introduce a fully Atrous convolutional neural network (FACNN) to learn the land cover classification. In the FACNN an encoder, consisting of full Atrous convolution layers, is proposed for extracting scale robust features from VHR images. Then, a pixel-based change map is produced based on the classification map of current images and an outdated land cover geographical information system (GIS) map. Both polygon-based and object-based change detection accuracy is investigated, where a polygon is the unit of the GIS map and an object consists of those adjacent changed pixels on the pixel-based change map. The test data covers a rapidly developing city of Wuhan (8000 km 2 ), China, consisting of 0.5 m ground resolution aerial images acquired in 2014, and 1 m ground resolution Beijing-2 satellite images in 2017, and their land cover GIS maps. Testing results showed that our FACNN greatly exceeded several recent convolutional neural networks in land cover classification. Second, the object-based change detection could achieve much better results than a pixel-based method, and provide accurate change maps to facilitate manual urban land cover updating.
Introduction
Quantifying changes in urban land cover has important implications in surveying, mapping, transportation, city planning, economic forecasting, etc., as cities are the major places for human activities. When detecting new land cover types are the objective, urban change detection is specified to a classification-based change detection that attempts to answer the question of "from-to". Classification-based change detection firstly produces classification maps and then finds changes between labeled pixels or objects of classification maps of different time stamps. If an outdated land cover GIS maps from which changes are to be detected is available, the change map could be produced by comparing the GIS maps and the classification map of recent remote sensing images [1, 2] . Our study focuses on a similar task as [2] , where a change map is produced for guiding GIS map updating, but introduces deep learning-based methods to automatically learn the optimal features from very-high-resolution (VHR) remote sensing images for classification instead of designing empirical features. In addition, our study site covers an 8000 km 2 rapidly developing city, the complexity map to an object-based change map by two definitions of an "object". The first definition treats each polygon of the GIS map as an instance of objects, the change map is called a polygon-based change map. The second definition treats a patch consisting of connected change pixels in the difference map as a changed object, within which if the truly changed pixels exceed a given threshold compared to the ground truth, it is regarded as a correctly detected change.
In summary, by using existing GIS maps, our method could avoid the subjective and data-dependent setting of thresholds, which has been a critical problem in most change detection approaches. This is also the main difference between our method and very recent CNN-based classification and change detection methods [8, 16, 26] . In contrast to other GIS data supported change detection studies [2] , we aim at developing advanced deep learning-based methods, specifically, a series of Atrous convolution layers to learn scale robust representations with a large cover of receptive field, to improve land cover classification performance from VHR images. To our knowledge, this study is the first one evaluating new deep learning-based approach on change detection of a city that is big and rapidly growing at multiple, namely, pixel, polygon and object levels.
Methodology

Network for Land Cover Segmentation
We propose a novel and scale robust FCN featuring a very large receptive field. The network backbone is based on a feature pyramid network (FPN) [20] and a ladder-structured U-Net [18] , which is capable of learning multi-scale representations. In the encoder, we introduce multi-rate Atrous convolutions in each scale to greatly expand the receptive field of a single convolution, with which objects of different sizes are covered and especially the features of a large object, instead part of it, could be learned. Figure 1a shows the network structure of our full Atrous convolutional neural network (FACNN). In the encoder, the input features of each scale are convoluted by the Atrous convolution with a rate of 1, 2, and 3 sequentially. As is shown in Figure 1b , the blue and red pixels constitute an Atrous convolution kernel, with the red pixel center of the kernel. The white pixels are skipped when the rate is >1. An Atrous convolution with rate = 3 therefore has a receptive field of 7 × 7 instead of 3 × 3. The FACNN is inspired by [25] , which demonstrated that using a different rate of convolution in the same scale could help to eliminate the grid effects that may exist in the same rate Atrous convolution. In our case, this structure is expected to be robust against the multi-scale effects from different sizes of objects in VHR remote sensing images. The rectified linear unit (ReLU) [29] function is chosen as the non-linear activation after each convolution, followed by a batch normalization (BN) [30] . At the fourth scale, features are operated by an Atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) [19] , which is the concatenation of several Atrous convolutions with different rates. The ASPP extensively expands the receptive field of the highest semantic layer. Particularly, with a maximum rate of 18, a pixel could interact with the most part of a 512 × 512 input image.
The structure of decoder (the right side of Figure 1a ) is similar to [18] . The first convolutional layer of a low scale is firstly concatenated with the corresponding layer from the encoder and the last convolutional layer of the current scale is up-sampled to the next scale until reaching to the original scale. Softmax is used to translate the last feature maps to a classification map with the same size and resolution of the input image.
The network structure is implemented with the Keras platform (version 2.20) using a TensorFlow backend (version 1.4.0) on Windows 10 system. A Nvidia 1080 TI 11 G GPU is used for training. In the training process, the learning rate is set to 0.0001 and the batch size is set to 4, the Adam (adaptive moment estimation) algorithm is used as the optimizer. 
Change Detection
The FACNN is only executed on the current images to obtain a pixel-based classification map. A GIS map of the year 2014 (called GIS map 2014) is used as the base map. Therefore, a change map could be directly obtained by comparing the GIS map 2014 with the predicted classification map. Figure 2 illustrates this process. Firstly, the newly acquired remote sensing image is processed by the FACNN, which has been trained with the GIS map 2014 in a given training area through back propagation. The predicted segmentation map of the test area is compared to the GIS map 2014 to produce a pixel-based binary change map where white and black represent changed and unchanged pixels respectively. It is noted that as an FCN is trained on raster images and predicts a pixelwise segmentation map, the original GIS map with vector format has been preprocessed to a raster land cover map. Based upon the change map, change detection is evaluated in three levels: pixel, polygon and object level.
Pixel-based change detection. The change map in Figure 2 is already a pixel-based result of change detection. The accuracy of the change map can be strictly assessed by a reference change map, which is a changed/unchanged binary map generated by comparing the previous and current GIS maps.
Polygon-based change detection. For the polygon level change detection, we treat every polygon of the GIS map 2014 as an object instance. The pixel-wise change map in Figure 2 is seamlessly segmented by those polygons and in each polygon, when more than a certain rate of pixels was changed, we treat the object as changed. 
Polygon-based change detection. For the polygon level change detection, we treat every polygon of the GIS map 2014 as an object instance. The pixel-wise change map in Figure 2 is seamlessly segmented by those polygons and in each polygon, when more than a certain rate of pixels was changed, we treat the object as changed.
Object-based change detection. An object-based change map is also generated from the pixel-based change map. Here an object is a patch consisting of connected change pixels (white pixels in the change map), within which if the really changed pixels exceed a given threshold, it is regarded as a correctly detected change. Object-based change detection. An object-based change map is also generated from the pixel-based change map. Here an object is a patch consisting of connected change pixels (white pixels in the change map), within which if the really changed pixels exceed a given threshold, it is regarded as a correctly detected change. Object-based change detection. An object-based change map is also generated from the pixel-based change map. Here an object is a patch consisting of connected change pixels (white pixels in the change map), within which if the really changed pixels exceed a given threshold, it is regarded as a correctly detected change. 
Study Site
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on complex and complete unban scenes, the Wuhan city is chosen as the study site. Wuhan is a large (8000 km 2 ) and rapidly developing city located in Central China. In recent years, about 5% land covers have been changed every year, making it an ideal site to study urban land cover change detection. In this study, a land cover GIS map produced in 2014, along with its corresponding remote sensing images, is served as a base map. New remote sensing images covering the city were acquired in 2017. The changes between the 2014 GIS map and the 2017 remote sensing images are to be detected. The GIS map of 2017 is used to evaluate the performance of our classification algorithm, and the difference map between 2014 and 2017 GIS maps is used to evaluate our change detection method. The original vector GIS map has been converted to the raster land cover map. changed polygons. Those connected change pixels in the pixel-based map are grouped into a changed "object". There are A, B, C and D four patches changed at the object level.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on complex and complete unban scenes, the Wuhan city is chosen as the study site. Wuhan is a large (8000 km 2 ) and rapidly developing city located in Central China. In recent years, about 5% land covers have been changed every year, making it an ideal site to study urban land cover change detection. In this study, a land cover GIS map produced in 2014, along with its corresponding remote sensing images, is served as a base map. New remote sensing images covering the city were acquired in 2017. The changes between the 2014 GIS map and the 2017 remote sensing images are to be detected. The GIS map of 2017 is used to evaluate the performance of our classification algorithm, and the difference map between 2014 and 2017 GIS maps is used to evaluate our change detection method. The original vector GIS map has been converted to the raster land cover map. which increases the difficulties in segmentation and change detection. Figure 4d shows the land cover GIS map of 2017, part of which is served as training data and the rest for testing. Figure 4e is the reference change map between Figures 4b and 4d where changes are colored. The 2014 and 2017 images are registrated by georeferenced coordinates and scaled to 1 m ground resolution. The registration accuracy of most areas is about 1-2 pixels except for high buildings. However, as we focus on classification-based object-level change detection, the registration error is trivial.
Experiments and Results
Experimental Design
The experiments consist of two parts: a classification test including comparison with most recent methods; a change detection test that includes accuracy assessment of change maps at pixel, polygon and object level.
In the classification test, the classification task is divided into two stages as the data processing is computationally intensive with images covering 8000 km 2 at 1 m ground resolution. In the first stage, we use adequate representative patch samples instead of the whole image for assessing the performance of different classification networks and prove the advantage of our method. In Figure 5 , the 3500 512 × 512 training and validation patch samples that evenly cover the seven classes are shown in dark squares; the 700 testing samples are represented in blue squares below the line.
Figure 4c shows 18 preprocessed and mosaicked Beijing-2 satellite images acquired in 2017 with 1 m ground resolution and RGB bands. Some places (top and up-right) are covered with thin cloud, which increases the difficulties in segmentation and change detection. Figure 4d shows the land cover GIS map of 2017, part of which is served as training data and the rest for testing. Figure 4e is the reference change map between Figure 4b and Figure 4d where changes are colored. The 2014 and 2017 images are registrated by georeferenced coordinates and scaled to 1 m ground resolution. The registration accuracy of most areas is about 1-2 pixels except for high buildings. However, as we focus on classification-based object-level change detection, the registration error is trivial.
Experiments and Results
Experimental Design
In the classification test, the classification task is divided into two stages as the data processing is computationally intensive with images covering 8000 km 2 at 1 m ground resolution. In the first stage, we use adequate representative patch samples instead of the whole image for assessing the performance of different classification networks and prove the advantage of our method. In Figure  5 , the 3500 512×512 training and validation patch samples that evenly cover the seven classes are shown in dark squares; the 700 testing samples are represented in blue squares below the line. In the second stage, we train our FACNN on the training set and predicts on the test set (blue squares, Figure 5 ) for accuracy assessment. Due to the limitation of the GPU capacity, the whole image is seamlessly cropped into 23,360 512×512 tiles in the training area and 8577 tiles in the test area, the latter tiles after classification, are then stitched to produce a classification map, which is evaluated according to the ground truth (Figure 4d ).
In the change detection test, the area predicted by the FACNN is compared to the corresponding area of the 2014 GIS map (Figure 4b ) to produce a pixel-based change map, followed with polygonbased and object-based change maps.
The classification accuracy is evaluated with overall accuracy (OA) and Kappa; the accuracy of the pixel-based change detection is evaluated with OA, precision, recall and F1 score; the accuracy of the polygon and object-based change detection is evaluated with precision, recall, and omission rate.
Classificaiton Results
(1) classification with patch samples In the second stage, we train our FACNN on the training set and predicts on the test set (blue squares, Figure 5 ) for accuracy assessment. Due to the limitation of the GPU capacity, the whole image is seamlessly cropped into 23,360 512 × 512 tiles in the training area and 8577 tiles in the test area, the latter tiles after classification, are then stitched to produce a classification map, which is evaluated according to the ground truth (Figure 4d ).
In the change detection test, the area predicted by the FACNN is compared to the corresponding area of the 2014 GIS map (Figure 4b ) to produce a pixel-based change map, followed with polygon-based and object-based change maps.
(1) classification with patch samples We compared our FACNN with several representative segmentation methods that have been developed recently. In Table 1 , the FCN-16 [17] is the first and baseline CNN structure for pixelwise segmentation; the U-Net [18] and Dense-Net [31] are two most widely used FCN structure; the Deeplab-v3 [19] is one of the latest algorithms that have been shown to obtain the best results with several open datasets. The four methods were developed from the machine learning community and have been applied in close-range image and remote sensing image classification. The SR-FCN [22] was developed from remote sensing community and addressed the scale effects. Table 1 shows the predicting accuracy on the 2017 image patch samples using these segmentation networks and ours. The precision indicator in each class indicates our method considerably better in classifying crops, vegetations and construction sites. According to the overall accuracy (OA), our method outperforms the second-best algorithm by around 2%. This is mainly due to the introducing of multi-rate Atrous convolution at all scales, which helps to catch the broad scope of information and to increase the robustness against changes of different object sizes. In contrast, the FCN-16, U-Net and Dense-Net use a relatively smaller receptive field which is determined by the scaling factor of the highest semantic layer relative to the input image. This limits the algorithm's performance in large-scale remote sensing classification. The Deeplab-v3 and SR-FCN performed better than the three methods because the ASPP was introduced into the highest semantic layer to greatly increase the receptive field. However, their lower performance relative to our method indicates that introducing the multi-rate Atrous convolutions only to the top of feature pyramid is insufficient. We introduce the Atrous convolutions to all scales of the feature pyramid, and obtained improvement in land cover classification. Figure 6 shows the segmentation results of different methods on three image patches. Our method performs considerably better in each patch. For example, in the upper left part of the first patch, our method could discriminate construction sites (pink), trees and grasses (green), while all other methods failed. In the second patch, the result of our method is the closest to the reference while other methods made incorrect predictions on construction sites (pink). In the third patch, the other methods consist obvious prediction errors, e.g., the FCN-16 and Dense-Net confused construction sites (pink) and vegetations (green), and the U-Net classified a considerable amount of construction sites and vegetations to crops (yellow). Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of our method. Among all the land cover types, water is the most distinguishable object, while structure is some likely to mix with buildings (0.176), and trees and grasses are likely to be confused with crops (0.092). These findings are coincident with experience that vegetations and crops are hard to be separated especially in a mono-period RGB remote sensing image, and buildings and structures share many characteristics.
(2) Classification using the whole Wuhan data We apply the FACNN method on the whole 2017 images. The FACNN model is pretrained on the training set to predict a classification map of the rest part (below the line). Table 3 shows the confusion matrix and precision on the test area. The overall accuracy improved from 73.2% to 76.6%, this is due to more data is used for training. Again, the most challenging problem is the confusing between vegetation and crops. Figure 6 shows the segmentation results of different methods on three image patches. Our method performs considerably better in each patch. For example, in the upper left part of the first patch, our method could discriminate construction sites (pink), trees and grasses (green), while all other methods failed. In the second patch, the result of our method is the closest to the reference while other methods made incorrect predictions on construction sites (pink). In the third patch, the other methods consist obvious prediction errors, e.g., the FCN-16 and Dense-Net confused construction sites (pink) and vegetations (green), and the U-Net classified a considerable amount of construction sites and vegetations to crops (yellow). Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of our method. Among all the land cover types, water is the most distinguishable object, while structure is some likely to mix with buildings (0.176), and trees and grasses are likely to be confused with crops (0.092). These findings are coincident with experience that vegetations and crops are hard to be separated especially in a mono-period RGB remote sensing image, and buildings and structures share many characteristics. Figure 7a shows the predicted classification map using our method. It could be observed that the general characteristics of land cover types have been captured by comparing with the ground truth (Figure 4d ). In the right bottom part, vegetation (green) and crop (yellow) were some mixed up. Figure 7b shows a zoomed area with 5535 × 4805 pixels (26.5 km 2 ). Compared to the ground truth (Figure 7c ) it shows the overall prediction result is satisfactory. The most obvious confusion occurred between vegetation (yellow) and crops (green) in the up-left corner and in the bottom-right corner. Figure 7a shows the predicted classification map using our method. It could be observed that the general characteristics of land cover types have been captured by comparing with the ground truth (Figure 4d ). In the right bottom part, vegetation (green) and crop (yellow) were some mixed up. Figure 7b shows a zoomed area with 5535×4805 pixels (26.5 km 2 ). Compared to the ground truth (Figure 7c ) it shows the overall prediction result is satisfactory. The most obvious confusion occurred between vegetation (yellow) and crops (green) in the up-left corner and in the bottom-right corner.
Precision
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . (a) The prediction results of land use classification using our FACNN network; (b) a zoomed area with 5535×4805 pixels; (c) the ground truth of the zoomed area.
Change Detection Results
(1) pixel-based change detection A change map of the test area is produced according to a pixel-by-pixel comparison between the prediction map of our classification model (Figure 7a ) and the 2014 GIS map (Figure 4b ). Table 4 shows the pixel-based accuracy assessment, the F1 score is 48.5% in the changed area and 98% in the unchanged area. As the changed area only covers a minor part of the whole city, the overall accuracy reaches to 96.3%. However, in this pixel level, the recall is only 37.8%, a large number of changed regions are missed, which makes it less useful in the GIS map updating. We calculate a polygon-based change map from the pixel-based change map by counting if the changed pixels within each polygon exceed a given minimum mapping unit (MMU) of 500 pixels.
We calculate an object-based change map by treating patches of the pixel-based map (larger than the MMU) as the unit. If more than 35% pixels within a patch are really changed, the patch is a correctly detected changed object.
On assessment, we ignore those changes less than the MMU in the ground truth map and the change detection accuracy of polygon-based and object-based approaches are listed in Table 5 . We predicted 4609 changed polygons out of a total of 65,438 GIS polygons, where 4230 polygons consist of true changes. The recall and precision are 63.4% and 58.1% respectively and the omission rate is 35.6%. 
(1) pixel-based change detection A change map of the test area is produced according to a pixel-by-pixel comparison between the prediction map of our classification model (Figure 7a ) and the 2014 GIS map (Figure 4b ). Table 4 shows the pixel-based accuracy assessment, the F1 score is 48.5% in the changed area and 98% in the unchanged area. As the changed area only covers a minor part of the whole city, the overall accuracy reaches to 96.3%. However, in this pixel level, the recall is only 37.8%, a large number of changed regions are missed, which makes it less useful in the GIS map updating. (2) polygon-based and object-based change detection We calculate a polygon-based change map from the pixel-based change map by counting if the changed pixels within each polygon exceed a given minimum mapping unit (MMU) of 500 pixels.
On assessment, we ignore those changes less than the MMU in the ground truth map and the change detection accuracy of polygon-based and object-based approaches are listed in Table 5 . We predicted 4609 changed polygons out of a total of 65,438 GIS polygons, where 4230 polygons consist of true changes. The recall and precision are 63.4% and 58.1% respectively and the omission rate is 35.6%. 1772 changed objects out of 1839 truly changed objects are detected and the corresponding recall and omission rates are 96.4% and 3.6% respectively; 620 false changed polygons are detected and the corresponding precision is 74.1%. Figure 8 shows the polygon-based change map. The white background corresponds to the unchanged area that is correctly classified. Green polygons are true positives (correctly detected changed areas). Red and blue polygons are false positives (unchanged areas detected as changed wrongly, 42.9%) and false negatives (undetected changes, 36.6%) respectively. Figure 9 shows four examples of polygon-based changes that are correctly detected. Buildings were completed from crop land or construction sites. This kind of change occupies a major part of the "from-to" class changes, indicating rapid development of the city.
1772 Figure 8 shows the polygon-based change map. The white background corresponds to the unchanged area that is correctly classified. Green polygons are true positives (correctly detected changed areas). Red and blue polygons are false positives (unchanged areas detected as changed wrongly, 42.9%) and false negatives (undetected changes, 36.6%) respectively. Figure 9 shows four examples of polygon-based changes that are correctly detected. Buildings were completed from crop land or construction sites. This kind of change occupies a major part of the "from-to" class changes, indicating rapid development of the city. Figure 8 shows the polygon-based change map. The white background corresponds to the unchanged area that is correctly classified. Green polygons are true positives (correctly detected changed areas). Red and blue polygons are false positives (unchanged areas detected as changed wrongly, 42.9%) and false negatives (undetected changes, 36.6%) respectively. Figure 9 shows four examples of polygon-based changes that are correctly detected. Buildings were completed from crop land or construction sites. This kind of change occupies a major part of the "from-to" class changes, indicating rapid development of the city. Figure 10 shows the object-based change map of our method. The white background corresponds to the unchanged area that is correctly classified. Green, red and blue objects are true positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. Compared to the statistics on polygon, the false positives dropped and the precision improved from 58.1% to 74.1%; the false negatives (omission) dramatically dropped from 36.6% to 3.6%. This indicates that those changed pixels were often lumped together and easily detected by object-based approach but were easy to ignore by polygon based one counting on independent polygons. Basically, the object-based change map seems more accurate statistically, and the polygon-based change map is more rigorous. We will discuss this further in Section 5. Figure 10 shows the object-based change map of our method. The white background corresponds to the unchanged area that is correctly classified. Green, red and blue objects are true positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively. Compared to the statistics on polygon, the false positives dropped and the precision improved from 58.1% to 74.1%; the false negatives (omission) dramatically dropped from 36.6% to 3.6%. This indicates that those changed pixels were often lumped together and easily detected by object-based approach but were easy to ignore by polygon based one counting on independent polygons. Basically, the object-based change map seems more accurate statistically, and the polygon-based change map is more rigorous. We will discuss this further in Section 5. Figure 10 . The object-based change map, where the white background is the unchanged area, green polygons are correctly detected changed objects, red and blue indicate respectively false positives and false negatives.
Type Number GT Predicted Recall Precision Omission F1
changed objects out of 1839 truly changed objects are detected and the corresponding recall and omission rates are 96.4% and 3.6% respectively; 620 false changed polygons are detected and the corresponding precision is 74.1%. Table 5. The change detection accuracy assessed on polygon and object level. GT indicates those truly changed polygons/objects retrieved from the difference map between 2014 and 2017 GIS maps.
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Discussion
In this section, we discuss practical challenges applying deep learning-based algorithm to change detection, and the different usages of the polygon-based and object-based change maps in practice.
Interpretation Inconsistency between A Deep Learning Algorthm and A Human
Interpretation inconsistency often occurs between an algorithm and an interpreter in urban land cover change detection considering the ever-changing and complex objects and backgrounds of VHR images. In particular, the changes that are negligible from a human view, sometimes known as pseudochanges, often mislead the judgement of an algorithm. Figure 11a ,b shows one rapid changing region covering 26.5 km 2 and Figure 11c is the error map produced by our change detection algorithm where true positives, false positives and false negatives were denoted by green, red and blue polygons, respectively. Area A (Figure 11d) shows a challenging scene for most of the change detection algorithms. An unchanged construction site (by interpreter judgement) was classified to buildings in the new image by the algorithm. The large uncompleted buildings that are under construction standing on a bare ground at the right corner lead to the wrong judgement of the algorithm. In the area B, a construction site (denoted by the largest blue polygon Figure 10 . The object-based change map, where the white background is the unchanged area, green polygons are correctly detected changed objects, red and blue indicate respectively false positives and false negatives.
Discussion
Interpretation Inconsistency between A Deep Learning Algorthm and A Human
Interpretation inconsistency often occurs between an algorithm and an interpreter in urban land cover change detection considering the ever-changing and complex objects and backgrounds of VHR images. In particular, the changes that are negligible from a human view, sometimes known as pseudo-changes, often mislead the judgement of an algorithm. Figure 11a ,b shows one rapid changing region covering 26.5 km 2 and Figure 11c is the error map produced by our change detection algorithm where true positives, false positives and false negatives were denoted by green, red and blue polygons, respectively. Area A (Figure 11d) shows a challenging scene for most of the change detection algorithms. An unchanged construction site (by interpreter judgement) was classified to buildings in the new image by the algorithm. The large uncompleted buildings that are under construction standing on a bare ground at the right corner lead to the wrong judgement of the algorithm. In the area B, a construction site (denoted by the largest blue polygon excluding the inner building polygons) has been changed into buildings. Our algorithm has successfully detected two new buildings in the right part, but they were treated as an unchanged polygon as the area is less than 500 pixels. The three unchanged polygons (judged by interpreter) in the area C (construction sites) were classified into structures and vegetation by the algorithm, because a large area of grassland appearing on the bare land. Similarly, the manually interpreted unchanged construction sites in the D area were classified into crops and vegetation by the algorithm.
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 16 excluding the inner building polygons) has been changed into buildings. Our algorithm has successfully detected two new buildings in the right part, but they were treated as an unchanged polygon as the area is less than 500 pixels. The three unchanged polygons (judged by interpreter) in the area C (construction sites) were classified into structures and vegetation by the algorithm, because a large area of grassland appearing on the bare land. Similarly, the manually interpreted unchanged construction sites in the D area were classified into crops and vegetation by the algorithm. Figure 12 shows a regional interpretation inconsistency between an interpreter and an algorithm. Paddy is a major type of crops in Wuhan city. In the new image (Figure 12c ), paddy fields were filled with water in early summer and are classified into water (Figure 12e ) by a "successful" application of the algorithm, which result in a classification error from human judgement. Figure 12 shows a regional interpretation inconsistency between an interpreter and an algorithm. Paddy is a major type of crops in Wuhan city. In the new image (Figure 12c ), paddy fields were filled with water in early summer and are classified into water (Figure 12e ) by a "successful" application of the algorithm, which result in a classification error from human judgement.
The above cases show the algorithms have correctly detected the changes but tagged them incorrectly due to anthropogenic activities or human commonsense. This implies the next step of achieving a higher level of automation is to introduce empirical rules to an end-to-end deep learning framework and bridge gaps between human and algorithm interpretation inconsistency. For example, a simple rule that treats those cropland-to-water changes as unchanged in certain crop area could be imbedded in the algorithm.
right part of the construction site has been changed into buildings. Figure 12 shows a regional interpretation inconsistency between an interpreter and an algorithm. Paddy is a major type of crops in Wuhan city. In the new image (Figure 12c) , paddy fields were filled with water in early summer and are classified into water (Figure 12e) by a "successful" application of the algorithm, which result in a classification error from human judgement. 
Usage of Polygon-Based and Object-Based Change Maps
This study has developed a large-scale VHR urban image classification procedure and showed how it could be used in change detection. Here we discuss different usages of the two object-based change maps from a practical view. The polygon-based change map is used as the base map for analyzing performance and problems of the algorithm. The analysis and discussion of Figures 9, 11 and 12 are all polygon-based. The polygon-based accuracy indicators are accurate and rigorous, and no empirical parameters and thresholds are required except an MMU. The above cases show the algorithms have correctly detected the changes but tagged them incorrectly due to anthropogenic activities or human commonsense. This implies the next step of achieving a higher level of automation is to introduce empirical rules to an end-to-end deep learning framework and bridge gaps between human and algorithm interpretation inconsistency. For example, a simple rule that treats those cropland-to-water changes as unchanged in certain crop area could be imbedded in the algorithm.
This study has developed a large-scale VHR urban image classification procedure and showed how it could be used in change detection. Here we discuss different usages of the two object-based change maps from a practical view. The polygon-based change map is used as the base map for analyzing performance and problems of the algorithm. The analysis and discussion of Figure 9 , 11 and 12 are all polygon-based. The polygon-based accuracy indicators are accurate and rigorous, and no empirical parameters and thresholds are required except an MMU. 
(e) (f) (g) (h) Figure 13 . The circled polygons are changed objects missed by a cartographer but detected by the algorithm. From (a-f), the cartographer slipped up probably due to the complex environments and unobtrusive changes; in (g) and (h), the mistake is caused by obsolescence of knowledge: before 2016 green house is classified to crop land but thereafter is classified to constructions according to the rule of China's first national geoinformation survey.
The object-based change map, with a very high recall rate of changed area, is a product that is transferred to GIS map cartographers for quick manual updating. Although one parameter, i.e., the percentage of true changed pixels among a predicted changed patch, is required to set, which lead to unreliable accuracy assessment, an object-based approach is capable of supplying a change map of a much higher recall rate than the polygon-based approach and locating those main changed regions quickly, as well as discovering those changed regions missed by human interpretation. Figure 13 shows examples where the algorithm found a changed area that is missed by human interpretation. Figure 13 . The circled polygons are changed objects missed by a cartographer but detected by the algorithm. From (a-f), the cartographer slipped up probably due to the complex environments and unobtrusive changes; in (g) and (h), the mistake is caused by obsolescence of knowledge: before 2016 green house is classified to crop land but thereafter is classified to constructions according to the rule of China's first national geoinformation survey.
The object-based change map, with a very high recall rate of changed area, is a product that is transferred to GIS map cartographers for quick manual updating. Although one parameter, i.e., the percentage of true changed pixels among a predicted changed patch, is required to set, which lead to unreliable accuracy assessment, an object-based approach is capable of supplying a change map of a much higher recall rate than the polygon-based approach and locating those main changed regions quickly, as well as discovering those changed regions missed by human interpretation. Figure 13 shows examples where the algorithm found a changed area that is missed by human interpretation.
Conclusions
This study investigated the applications of the CNN-based methods to large-scale urban land cover classification and change detection from VHR remote sensing imagery. An FCN-based segmentation algorithm imbedded with multi-scale Atrous convolutions is introduced and is proved to be robust to objects with different scales, and is superior to other classic FCN methods in terms of the classification accuracy. Based on the classification results of current remote sensing images and an available historical GIS map, change maps are made and the accuracy is assessed at different levels (i.e., pixel, polygon, and object levels). Experimental results show highly accurate change maps could be achieved at the object level, this finding is valuable for GIS map updating.
The study site covers a complete, complex and rapid developing city, which is an ideal place for studying change detection methodologies as large areas with enough changes guaranteed very good statistical significance. Our method could easily be extended to other change detection cases using optical remote sensing data as we only used RGB bands, which are always available with VHR satellite and aerial images. We also found empirical rules designing is necessary to compensate the deficiency of an end-to-end deep learning-based method and to bridge the gaps between human and algorithm interpretation.
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